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albert einstein who did most of his studies in switzerland was the first man to understand relativity

many of the scientists who developed the atomic bomb later regretted its use at hiroshima

after all scientists who develop weapons of mass destruction cannot call themselves christians

the north koreans whom the pentagon believes have developed a nuclear device pose a great threat to seoul

the north koreans who have defected to the south with fighter planes have received large sums as a reward

chicago which is in the us has more poles than any other city except warsaw

cities which are in the southern hemisphere have less pollution than those in the north

however milk which has been exposed to radiation is very dangerous

milk which is a nutritious and balanced food is relatively cheap compared to other foods

a biologist however is a person who studies living things

david bellamy who is a world famous biologist has presented many television programmes

I telephoned Jack whom I hadn't seen for ages

I couldn't see the driver who had dented my car

I tried to stop my brother john who had been drinking all evening

the nile flows from lake victoria which is one of the largest lakes in africa

the nile which flows from lake victoria is the longest river in africa

the river which flows from lake victoria is the nile

can you tell me which is the longest river in africa

the russian people who are going through terrible hardships at present still believe in democracy

the seven american astronauts who were chosen for the first space flights immediately became national heroes

in 1902 they had a baby girl called maya all trace of whom has disappeared

the person who stole the money has been caught trying to flee the country

eric jones who stole the money has been arrested trying to flee the country

the queens main residence is windsor castle which was badly damaged by fire last year

the queen mothers residence which is not equipped with a sprinkler system was badly damaged by fire last may

their house in norman road which hasnt got central heating is always very cold

I wouldnt like to live in their house which hasnt got central heating

I wouldn't like to live in a house which didn't have central heating

it must surely be very cold in igloos which are constructed entirely of ice

the price of salmon most of which is now mass produced in fish farms has steadily gone down

salmon which live in rivers taste much better than salmon which is farmed in scottish lochs

river salmon which it is now almost impossible to buy has a different taste from mass produced salmon

chickens which are allowed space to run about are generally more expensive

free range chickens which are given space to run about in taste much better than battery chickens

he always gets good marks which is surprising when you consider how little he works

I want a list of all the marks which you got last term

I dont know the bookshop where he bought that dictionary

a) thats the bookshop where tom works   b) thats shakespeares bookshop where tom works

a) thats foyles which has millions of books   b) I know a bookshop which has millions of books

wernher von braun who developed the v2 rocket later became director of the us missile agency at huntsville


